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CCLAMG - p.2

I. Panel on Stain/port~gal/AngOla: To be held Nov. 15 from 1 PM on; will be a
film, pane and wor~hops. We had been asked{and agreed) to speak on the
panel; also asked to do a workshop on Angola. Speaking on panel will be
a Basque student,Lincoia Brigadista,someone from CP, YAWF,
.No groups
would be asked to formally endorse the forum. Decided people should bring
stuff (ideas,info,etc.) to next CCLAMG mtg{Nov.12); there would be a meeting
Thursday, Nov. 13 to finalize plans for panel presentation & workshop.
CC will type up notes on Port./Angola connection from Africasie articles;
RH will help with workshop; SS has the balls for speaking on panel, unless
someone decides they want to. All ~eB~%e should bring material re update.

5. CCLAMG asked to send rep to Puerto Rico to PSP Cpngress; RH has best possibility of going, given his teaching schedule; could go for longer tour as well.
(CS could go for shorter trip; cd be back-up person.)
6. Treasurer's Reeort: Decided we would merge all material aid funds into one
movement fund 1n the future. Decided to send $25 to NY MPLA group
$350 to MPLA via RH
$100 to PAIGC via RH
(CC will call Caron on this,find
$125 to Canada for OMA buttons
out who check to go to;that buttons
are sent in our name as well.)
7. Recruitment --postponed discussion, but several people interested in CCLAMG.
Decided we should commit ourselves to involving them in Solidarity Day
work; need fuller discussion of levels of membership,security,other issues
raised at Sept. advance in near future.
8. Stephanie Urdang visit : If someone else takes responsibility for coordinating
her speaking,getting $$,we can help in ad hoc manner after Nov.ll;otherwise,
reconsider after Nov. 22.
9. Last Grave @ Dimbaza showin on TV: ask people to call in asking that film
e
own aga1n 1t W1
e Sun ay
1:30 PM),but protesting no black South
African involved in panel afterwards.Also,should inquire abt video of film.
10. Zimbabwe program with ZANLA woman : Heard from Health Clinic people that
ZANU students sponsoring a program,want us to sponsor it; unable yet to
reach Moses. Decided we would not sponsor{no consensus on support for ZANU
yet within CCLAMG) but would support via publicizing in our mailing on
Solidarity Day,urging people to go. {Also,try to get to speak at NWRC course)
Possibly, we might meet with her separately as group,too.
11. Madison Conference:Decided we wanted to belong to coalition; that should only
nominate selves for Steering Comm.if someone willing to take that on.CC will
xermx list of projects XB to see if there are some we'd want to work on. Will
discuss at work night on Nov. 5 as responses have to be in by Nov. 10.
12. Abdul will be asked to come to Nov. 26th meeting

BS

for educational.

NEXT MEETING: Nov.12,1975 @ Carole's{5412 No. Magnolia)
Tenhative agenda:l.RSL statement discussion{CC will xerox)
2.Panel (Educational for this mtg will be on Portugal Q Angola)
3.Solidarity Day & Update on Angola
4. Madison Conference
5. Decide when we will study Eritrea

